WILLIAM BENNETT:
Former Drug Czar, Ideologue of “War on Terror,”
Advisor to President George W. Bush

This RACIST PIG is calling for GENOCIDE against BLACK PEOPLE !!!

"If you wanted to reduce crime, you could, if that were your sole purpose, you could abort every black baby in this country and your crime rate would go down."

Remark by Bennett during his radio program, Morning in America, Sept. 30, 2005

Under great public pressure, all that George W. Bush could say through his spokesman was that Bennett’s remark was “INAPPROPRIATE.”

“Inappropriate” My Ass! These People are GENOCIDAL CRIMINALS. Drive Out the Bush Regime!

Bennett on beheading drug dealers
On June 15, 1989 a caller on Larry King Live said, “Behead the damn drug dealers.” Bennett answered: “Morally, I don’t have any problem with that at all.”

Bennett calls for even more U.S. aggression around the world
"Now is the time to take our gloves off. Now is the time to show our hand. Now is the time to unleash our terrible, swift sword—a sword we may have kept sheathed for too long."

From a speech entitled “Remembering Why We Fight,” to the Claremont Institute’s President’s Club meeting on May 14, 2004

Bennett claims people should be grateful to be invaded and killed
"One would think Muslims would be at least a little grateful to the countries that have liberated over 50 million of them in the last four years."

From a speech entitled “The Forces of Decomposition and The War on Terror,” given at the Claremont Institute, August 31, 2005

Conservative My Ass.... THESE PEOPLE ARE NAZIS
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